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Early Sikh imagery in Janam-sakhi painting: A comparison of
the B-40, the Guler and the Unbound set
Atsushi Ikeda

History of Art and Archaeology, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, London, UK

ABSTRACT
This paper demonstrates that a three-quarter view became a typical
mode of representing the face of Guru Nanak through his depiction
in paintings of the Janam-sakhis, hagiographic accounts of Guru
Nanak, from the eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries. In
the B-40 set, completed in 1733, Guru Nanak was already painted
in three-quarter view, which enabled audiences to distinguish him
from other figures. The images of him in the set were likely used
to those of the Guler set and the Unbound set, which depicted
the late eighteenth century. This is because Panjabi painters of
the time shared similar preliminary sketches across workshops.

KEYWORDS
Sikh art; Janam-sakhis; the B-
40 set: material religion

Introduction

Painters in the early stages of the development of Sikh art attempted to create a distinct
artistic form for depicting the Sikh Gurus, particularly Guru Nanak, in paintings of the
Janam-sakhis, his hagiographic accounts. Mcleod (1991, 4) points out that Sikh art
stems from illustrations of the Janam-sakhis. In his opinion, paintings of the Janam-
sakhis are the most important in the study of early Sikh art. Furthermore, Janam-sakhi
painting is considered to be the richest source of representations of Guru Nanak. In
addition to Janam-sakhi painting, the Sikh Gurus were depicted with attendants in por-
traiture as well. Guru Nanak was rendered in both narrative painting and portraiture,
whereas later Gurus were painted predominantly in portraiture; the exception is Guru
Angad, the second Guru, who was described several times in the texts of the Janam-
sakhis. Similarly, paintings of an assembly of ten Gurus were a popular form in their rep-
resentations. In addition, the Gurus were represented in murals in the temples and palaces;
some of these are still in existence, while others are merely described in various accounts.

Several scholars have studied Janam-sakhi painting. The earliest study focuses on the
so-called B-40 set, which is housed in the British Library. The manuscript has been the
most carefully studied, for it contains the name of the artist and the date of execution.
In addition, it has been well preserved and is in good condition. Hans (1987) published
exquisite renderings of this B-40 set in 1987, with an introduction and brief captions in
both Punjabi and English. Thereafter, Mcleod (1991, 5–6) discovered the earlier sets of
Janam-sakhi painting. According to him, the first extant set is the Bala set, dating
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to 1658 (S. 1715) and owned by P. N. Kapoor of Delhi, which numbers 29 folios.
The second set is the Bagharian manuscript dating to 1724 (S. 1781), which contains 42
illustrations. The third set is the B-40 manuscript, which was completed in 1733 (S.
1790) and comprises 57 illustrations. Although there are a few sets in the period of the
Sikh kingdom, it is assumed that the production of painted Janam-sakhis declined with
the introduction of printing presses to Lahore in the 1870s. Later, Goswamy (2000;
Goswamy and Smith 2006) discusses the Guler set of Janam-sakhi paintings that were
created in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Similarly, he introduced the so-
called ‘Unbound’ set, owned by Sarinder Kapany and the Asian Art Museum,
San Francisco. Recently, Singh wrote an article on the B-40 and Unbound sets that dis-
cussed them in terms of religious studies (Singh 2013, 2015).

Previous studies focus primarily on the historical, philological and conceptual aspects
of the works. My purpose is to assess the arguments, made by pioneers, depending on
formal analysis and iconography. In order for it, I begin with examining the early
imagery of Guru Nanak in Janam-sakhi painting, particularly the B-40, the Guler and
the Unbound set. This article comprises three sections: The B-40 set; the Guler set; and
the Unbound set.

The B-40 set

The B-40 set is the most important among Janam-sakhi painting because its condition is
very good and the set includes a large number of 57 illustrations. In addition, the painter’s
name is inscribed, along with the date of production and the compiler’s name. The infor-
mation is described in folios 85a and 230b of the B-40 set.

• 85a

Bhai Sangu had this volume written by Dasvandhi’s son, servant of the sangat. It was written
by Daja, the son of Khatri in obedience to the sangat’s wishes. The illustrations were executed
by Alam Chand, Raj, servant of the sangat.

(Mcleod 1980, 90–91)

• 230b

[This Janam-] sakhi was completed on Friday, the third day of the light half of [the month of]
Bhandon, Samvat 1790. It was written by one who is humble, contemptible, degraded, the
slave and servant of the sangat; and it offers testimony to the humble submission of Daia
Ram Abrol.

(Mcleod 1980, 241)

The word ‘sangat’ generally refers to a congregation of Sikhs. Hans claims that both
Alam Chand and his patron, Bhai Sangu, were Sikh (Hans 1987, 5). Moreover, the B-40
set was discovered in Lahore in the nineteenth century and obtained by the India Office
Library in 1907 (Mcleod 1991, 5–6). Kaur insists that it was originally produced in
Lahore or Gujranwala, more likely Kapurthala on the basis of external evidence, although
she did not mention any reference (Stronge 1999, 209; Singh 2013, 32). Likewise, Singh
(2013, 32) maintains that Alam Chand Raj belonged to the artisan caste known as Raj
Mistris (masons and bricklayers), who contributed to Sikh art and architecture along
with the subcaste of Tarkhans (carpenters).
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There is a controversial issue that we should revisit. Hans argues that Guru Nanak is
always painted larger than others, while Singh asserts that his size is the same as others
(Hans 1987, 8; Singh 2013, 35–36). My investigation suggests that Guru Nanak’s figure
grows larger than others from the beginning to the end of the folios. In Baba Nanak
and Mardana with a Sikh (Figure 1), Guru Nanak, who has a black beard and faces left
in three-quarter view, takes a seat on the pink carpet on the glass. He is wearing red head-
gear with a green hat. Tilaka (a blessed mark for Hindus) is shown on his forehead. He is

Figure 1. Baba Nanak and Mardana with a Sikh. From the B-40 set of Janam-sakhi painting. By Alam
Chand. Punjab. 1733. Gouache on paper.
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clothed in a yellow robe that is tied around the waist. A black cord is hung diagonally from
his right shoulder. He is holding a rosary in his right hand and dropping his left hand onto
the carpet. Above his head is a tree with green leaves, which contains two birds. More birds
are flying in the sky, which is painted dark green. Mardana, who has a white beard and
faces in profile to Guru Nanak on the right, is sitting on the grass to the left. He is
playing a string instrument, which is painted black and yellow. He is wearing a pink
turban tied with a green sash. His robe is coloured orange and tied with a yellow sash
around the waist. A Sikh with a black beard stands at the bottom. He faces right, in
profile, looking up to Guru Nanak. He is wearing a green turban and holds his hands
together to pay homage to the Guru. His robe is coloured white and tied with a gold
sash around the waist. The grass and several kinds of flowers flourish on the ground; it
is curved at the top of the painting, under the white layer. The colour of the grass is stron-
ger at the bottom and weaker at the top. It is evident that Guru Nanak is not painted larger
than others, which suggests that the painter had a realistic attitude toward the depiction of
Guru Nanak.

In contrast, Baba Nanak and Mardana, three Jogeshwaras with Kamla (Figure 2),
depicts Guru Nanak and Mardana as much larger than other minor figures. Guru
Nanak, who has a white beard and faces left in three-quarter view, is sitting on the
grass on the right side at the top. He is wearing orange headgear with a green hat. He
puts his right elbow on his raised right knee and drops his left hand to the ground. His
robe is yellow and tied with a black cord around the waist. He is holding a white flower
with his right hand and a black cord is hung diagonally from the right shoulder. Above
his head is a tree with green leaves, which contains several birds. Mardana, who has a
white beard and faces right in profile, is sitting on the grass and holding a black and
yellow string instrument with his right hand. He is wearing an orange turban and a red
robe tied with a green sash around the waist. He is holding a flower with his left hand.
A green bush is shown behind him. In the lower area, Kamla, who has no beard and
faces left in profile, stands on the grass at the bottom. He is wearing a red turban and
his braided sideburns hang low. He is wearing a white robe and black shoes. His right
hand is reaching out ahead or to the left. Three naked ascetics are shown sitting opposite.
Two of them have black beards and face right in profile; their bodies are painted green. The
one who sits between them is depicted in three-quarter view, as if he is turning his head to
look back. His body is painted differently, in flesh colour.

I would argue that Alam Chand initially followed the text of the Janam-sakhis com-
monly written above the illustrations, but he gradually changed his attitude and came
to emphasise the visual effect of the works. This is perhaps because earlier folios tended
to have more complex compositions than later ones, which would represent his faithful
attitude to the text. Later, he draws attention to Guru Nanak and his work becomes sym-
bolic rather than realistic. This indicates that Guru Nanak was becoming more revered
than other figures. From the feminist point of view, Singh points out that Nanaki and
Daulan, Nanak’s sisters, are not painted in the B-40 set. This is because the text does
not mention them. Their absence means that Alam Chand was faithful to the textual
description (Singh 2013, 34).

Intriguingly, Bhai Mardana is painted at the same scale as Guru Nanak in almost all
folios. It is remarkable that Mardana is painted even when the text does not narrate
him. This is because his presence reinforces the authenticity of Guru Nanak’s
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representation. In other words, his presence makes us identify the figure as Guru Nanak
without relying on the text. Hence, based on the authors examination of the B40 Alam
Chand is contributing significantly to the development of iconography around the Janam-
sakhi’s personification of Nanak, as he likely created Guru Nanak’s common iconography.

Apart from Guru Nanak and Mardana, the B-40 set renders a tree behind Nanak that
seems to be a substitute for a canopy and both are frequently depicted in later works. Singh
lists other attributes of Guru Nanak: halo, fly whisk, water pot, armrest and book

Figure 2. Baba Nanak and Mardana, Three Jogeshwaras with Kamla. From the B-40 set of Janam-sakhi
painting. By Alam Chand. Punjab. 1733. Gouache on paper.
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(Singh 2013, 36). There is an iconography or symbology beyond the representation of
Nanak being developed through the Janam-sakhi paintings.

It is evident that Alam Chand tends to fill a sky with birds (Hans 1987, 9). I suggest
three possible reasons for his depiction. First, he aimed for the decorative effects to illumi-
nate the manuscript. In Baba Nanak, Abdul Rehman, Mian Mitha and Mardana (Figure
3), some letters are written in red in the inscribed text, following two-tone flowers. Trees
are stylistic and their blossoms are vivid. The grass is covered by many flowers. For the

Figure 3. Baba Nanak, Abdul Rehman, Mian Mitha and Mardana. From the B-40 set of Janam-sakhi
painting. By Alam Chand. Punjab. 1733. Gouache on paper.
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painter, the rendering of the environment might be design and decoration rather than
pictorial expression. In addition, Guru Nanak, who has a black beard and faces right in
three-quarter view, is sitting on the grass under the tree; the tree contains several blossoms
and a bird. He is wearing red headgear with a green hat and a yellow robe. A white shawl
hangs on his shoulders and a black cord runs diagonally across his body. He is holding a
rosary in his left hand and appears to be talking to Abdul Rehman. Abdul Rehman has a
grey beard and faces left in profile; he is sitting on the grass. He is wearing a red skullcap
with white edging and a pink robe. He is raising his right hand while speaking to Guru
Nanak. His wooden hut stands behind him; the entrance is painted black. In the lower
area, Mian Mitta, who has a small, black moustache and is looking up to the left at
Guru Nanak, is sitting with his legs folded on the grass. He is wearing a green skullcap
and a blue robe. He is holding his right knee with his hands. On the left side, Mardana,
who has a white beard and faces right in profile, is sitting on the grass while playing a
string instrument. He is wearing a white turban tied with a wide pink sash and a red
robe tied with a gold sash.

Second, birds might symbolise the concept of time; that is, they imply daytime even
when the background is painted black. Alam Chand attempts to grasp the concept of
time in his illustration of revelation. In Baba Nanak in the Presence of God (Figure 4),
Guru Nanak, who has a grey beard and faces up in three-quarter view, is standing on
the grass. He is wearing red headgear with a green hat and a yellow robe tied at the
waist over red trousers. A white shawl hangs from his shoulders and a black cord
crosses diagonally from his right shoulder. He is holding up a white rosary in his
hands. His eyes are closed and his expression seems enchanted. In the lower area,
Mardana, who has a white beard and faces left in profile, is sitting and playing a string
instrument that is painted black and yellow. He is wearing a white turban and a red
robe tied with a yellow sash. On the left side, there is a slim tree with green leaves in
which a white bird sits. A few flowers are painted on the grass, which is curved at the
top of the painting and surrounded by trees. The sky is basically dark, but some clouds
and twilight are shown. In this scene, Nanak’s beard changes colour from black to grey,
before and after the revelation. This means that he grew from a young man to a venerated
sage. It might be the reason why the painter displayed so many birds in sky.

Third, the depiction of birds might derive from preliminary sketches that were com-
monly used among painters of eighteenth-century north India (Figure 5). The rough
drawings would have been larger than his completed paintings as the folios are sized
approximately 25 cm (height) by 14 cm (width), which is too small to draw in detail.
Moreover, his illustrations indicate a high degree of perfectionism. When Alam Chand
began painting each folio, he would have found it too small to pictorialise everything in
the sketches that he drew in preparation for painting. However, he did his best; as a
result, the area of sky was filled with superfluous objects or birds. In addition, the scene
of revelation has the illustration number 28, which is the exact middle of the total of 57
illustrations. In short, the earlier phase is used for Nanak’s youth, whereas the later
phase is spent on his old age. The planned division allows us to imagine the presence
of preliminary drawings.

Subsequently, it raises another question about the number of painters who were
involved in the production of the B-40 Janam-sakhi. The stylistic similarities throughout
the set suggests that the set was painted by a single person, namely, Alam Chand. It is not
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impossible to imagine he completed the total number of 57 illustrations by himself. But I
do not discount the possibility that some younger artists in his workshop painted the
environment surrounding Nanak and Mardana, such as trees, sky, birds, grasses,
flowers, mountains, animals, buildings and minor castes. Since painters normally belonged
to the private or family workshop and were commissioned by royal patrons, the system of
dividing labour specialisation was, and still is, common in the local tradition. This suggests
that preliminary sketches, preserved by the family, were used in the production of the
B-40 set.

Figure 4. Baba Nanak in the Presence of God. From the B-40 set of Janam-sakhi painting. By Alam
Chand. Punjab. 1733. Gouache on paper.
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In the meantime, it is evident that many folios share similar compositions. For instance,
Guru Nanak and Mardana are painted in the upper area in folios 16 (Figure 6), 30
(Figure 7) and 57 (Figure 2), while the lower area includes minor characters described
in the original text. Guru Nanak is always depicted to the right of Mardana, under the
tree. Similarly, illustrations 26 and 54 are almost identical because Nanak is located on
the left side under the tree and Mardana sits at the right, at the bottom. Another figure
appears in the right side at the top, that is, opposite Guru Nanak. The same composition
was used repeatedly because spaces for illustration are limited in a folio. At the same time,
perspective is not clearly shown in all illustrations. The shallow depth does not allow a
painter to compose complex settings and forces him to use the same format over and
over. This is chiefly because painters of the time did not have a high standard technique
of shortening or perspective, although Mardana’s instrument often shows its effect. Thus,
almost all compositions adopted structural settings, which represent geographical pos-
itions and sometimes different times and places.

Apart from these, Hans points out that there is a blank area or a place left unpainted in
plate 25 and it seems like an incomplete folio (Figure 8). However, I would disagree with
Hans’s statement because the text says ‘Baba Nanak would spread a cloth’ (Mcleod 1980,
116). This means that the white part of the illustration should be a cloth rather than a place
left unpainted.

Figure 5. Janam-sakhi. Artist unknown. Punjab. eighteenth century. 50.8 × 63.5 cm. Black ink on paper.
The Samrai Collection, London.
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In illustration 37 (Figure 9), the faces of Nanak and Mardana lose the colouring of their
noses, eyes and mouths. Their beards have a few black hairs. As no other illustration has
similar features, it indicates that a later artist added the line of the nose, eyes and mouth,
but did not paint them. Therefore, it is argued that only illustration nember 25 is a sort of
incomplete picture.

Regarding the issue of the three-quarter view of the face, Hans states,

Figure 6. Baba Nanak and Mardana with Dancing Pathans. From the B-40 set of Janam-sakhi painting.
By Alam Chand. Punjab. 1733. Gouache on paper.
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Alam Chand Raj has recourse to a number of technical devices to portray the spiritual sover-
eignty of Guru Nanak. Guru Nanak’s portrayal is divinized by painting his face three fourth. All
the other major characters are painted in profile. Alternatively a three fourth face is shown only
in the case of minor figures like school children (1), the prisoners of a demon (8) the Pathan
revellers (16) the temptresses (19, 34), a traveller to Durga temple (21), a pilgrim toMecca, (30),
ordinary man (36, 41, 42). The device of portraying the face three fourth is at times cancelled by
another one of a different kind. The demon’s symbolic face (8) is cancelled by its animality;
those of siddhas (20, 27, 44) by the smallness of their size; and those of the traveller to
Mecca (30), Death (53), jogeshwaras (57) by their being in the lower plane. Only Kabir (31)

Figure 7. Baba Nanak and Mardana with Fakirs on Their Way to Mecca. From the B-40 set of Janam-
sakhi painting. By Alam Chand. Punjab. 1733. Gouache on paper.
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is painted like Guru Nanak. His face is only slightly smaller in size; he is just a little on the lower
plane. These little difference have a theological meaning. The affinity of Kabir and Guru Nanak
had already been pointed out in relation to the device of white dress.

(Hans 1987, 8)

In contrast, Singh (2013, 36) claims that a three-quarter view was used ‘perhaps to create
an artistic variation within the group?’. Similarly, she explains, ‘Without overpowering us
with the Guru’s frontality, he [Alam] produces a unique perspective of Guru Nanak as a

Figure 8. Baba Nanak Gave Boons to the Visitors. From the B-40 set of Janam-sakhi painting. By Alam
Chand. Punjab. 1733. Gouache on paper.
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three-dimensional figure’ (Singh 2013, 36). Although I agree with her former argument, I
would oppose her latter opinion, for a three-quarter face is likely not a three-dimensional
expression but a sign of secondary divinity or for religious figures in early modern paint-
ing. For further discussion on this, please see Ikeda (2017), where I classified a frontal, a
profile and a three-quarter view depending on religious connotations in Hinduism and
Islam.

In addition, Singh (2013, 31) asserts that Alam Chand’s depiction of Guru Nanak tends
to be a Muslim rather than a Hindu protagonist. She also claims that Nanak’s turban from
the adolescent age is the roundish headgear of Sufi sages (Singh 2013, 38). Mcleod (1991)
argues that the iconography of Guru Nanak and Sikh was established in the B-40 set. He
states, ‘It is possible to identify a distinctively Sikh art and to affirm that tradition was well

Figure 9. Baba Nanak and Mardana in a Country. From the B-40 set of Janam-sakhi painting. By Alam
Chand. Punjab. 1733. Gouache on paper.
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established before the middle of the eighteenth century’. However, he points out that the
style is not ‘uniquely Sikh’, for the dependence on Sufi tradition is too apparent. He comes
to the conclusion that Sikh art depends on ‘content rather than style’, although it stimu-
lated the surge in distinctiveness of Sikh style in the later period (Mcleod 1991, 6–7).

The Guler set

The Guler set is owned by the Government Museum and Art Gallery, Chandigarh, where
B. N. Goswamy was the curator after he taught at Panjab University. From what I surveyed
in the museum, the Guler set comprises ten paintings and 67 (brush) drawings, among
which Goswamy published seven paintings and thirteen drawings in his catalogues; The
Piety and Splendour: Sikh Heritage in Art (Goswamy 2000), and I See No Stranger:
Early Sikh Art and Devotion (Goswamy and Smith 2006). These volumes were published
to celebrate the tercentenary of the union of the Khalsa in 1699. Furthermore, some paint-
ings and drawings are reproduced in Guru Nanak: His Life & Teachings (2004), written by
Roopinder Singh. The grand total of paintings and drawings of the Guler set outnumber
the B-40 set of 57 paintings, although most folios of the Guler set overlap in painting and
drawing. The complete paintings of the Guler set are very sophisticated in style and can be
considered masterpieces of Pahari painting. It is evident from the stylistic analysis that the
Guler set was produced at the Seu-Nainsukh workshop of Guler, whose works include, but
are not limited to, highly esteemed paintings of Gita Govinda, Bhagabata Purana, Sat Sai,
Nala Damayanti and Barahmasa.

The Guler set was produced at the Seu-Nainsukh workshop, but the painters did not
necessarily live in Guler. Seu, Manaku, Nainsukh and their sons were born in Guler.
They were commissioned by both domestic and foreign patrons across the Punjab hills,
which suggests that some of the descendants were born in their working cities. These cir-
cumstances make it difficult to identify where the Guler set was executed. Sansar Chand of
Kangra was one of the powerful rajas in the hills of that time. Garhwal was also an impor-
tant site in the production of Guler–Kangra painting. Although we do not know where the
Guler set was painted, it is probable that the set was prepared for a Sikh patron. The power
of the Sikh was threatening to the Punjab hills in the late eighteenth century. Some hill
states were conquered by Sikh armies. These incidents urged Pahari painters to work
for Sikh patrons and some artists visited the Sikh ruling cities in the plain. Deviditta is
one such case; he worked in Patiala for several years (Goswamy 1968, 30; Paul 1985,
133). It is noticeable that some Hindu patrons seemed to be interested in Sikh subjects
as some paintings of that time include both Hindu and Sikh subjects. B. N. Goswamy attri-
butes these Guler–Kangra paintings to the last quarter of the eighteenth century
(Goswamy and Fischer 1992). It suggests the possibility that the Guler set of Janam-
sakhi painting was produced in the same period (Goswamy 2000; Goswamy and Smith
2006). Our interest here is not to identify the date and place of production, but to
examine the illustrations of the Guler set as best as possible. Thus, we will analyse its
formal and stylistic features below.

First, it is demonstrated that several painters, not a single painter, engaged in the pro-
duction of the Guler set. It is a common custom at the Seu-Nainsukh workshop and other
masterpieces were also painted on the assembly line. The presence of brush drawings sup-
ports this view. The master or senior painter drew the brush drawings and the apprentice
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or junior painters coloured them according to the instruction of their master or senior. For
example, the Guler set showcases two different styles. One displays the rounded forehead
of Guru Nanak, the other exhibits the less rounded forehead for him. These suggest that
multiple painters engaged in the production of the Guler set of Janam-sakhis. It is assumed
that the Guler set basically comprised more than 100 pictures when it was completed in
the last quarter of the eighteenth century, because other sets of paintings from the work-
shop normally outnumber the figure. The famous Gita Govinda painting of 1730 that was
depicted at the Seu-Nainsukh workshop was executed by at least three painters (Ikeda
2012). Thus, it is argued that the Guler Janam-sakhi, over 100 folios, requires at least
two or three junior artists and one master to be involved in its production. If we had
more extant examples of the Guler set, we would be able to identify more were involved
in creating its pictures. Unfortunately, we have only 10 paintings and 67 drawings now;
however, it is possible to discover one master who probably drew sketches and two
junior painters who depicted Guru Nanak in a different style.

In A king pays homage to Guru Nanak (Figure 10), the sentence below is inscribed both
in Devanagari and Gurmukhi characters on verso: sakhi raje Madhurbain nal hoi [An
encounter with Raja Madhurban took place]. On the right side, Guru Nanak, who has a
black beard and faces left in three-quarter view, is sitting cross-legged on an orange
carpet under a tree with green leaves in which two birds sit. He is wearing orange headgear
over a white bandana and a pink robe tied with a sash. A tilak is shown on his forehead. He
is holding a stick under his arm and a rosary in his right hand. A manuscript lays on the
carpet. On the left side, a king who has a black beard and faces right in profile is astride a
horse. He is wearing a white turban and an orange robe tied with a white sash. A scarf
hangs on his right shoulder. He is also holding the reins with his hands. The saddle is
beautifully decorated and ornamented. Two attendants are sitting on the right side at
the bottom. Bala, who has a grey beard and faces left in profile, is sitting with one knee
bending. He is wearing a white turban and a red robe tied with a white sash. Mardana,
who has a black beard and looks up to the king in profile, is sitting with his knees on
the grass while playing a string instrument. He is wearing a white turban tied with a
yellow sash, and a white robe tied with a yellow sash.

In Guru Nanak in conversation with two Muslim holy men (Figure 11), the sentence
below is inscribed both in Devanagari and Gurmukhi characters on verso: Babaji Yuch
gaye [Babaji went to Yuch (Uccha?)] On the right side, Guru Nanak, who has a black
beard and faces left in three-quarter view, is sitting with Bala and Mardana. He is
wearing a pink turban and robe. A white scarf hangs on his left shoulder and a black
cord is crossed diagonally from his shoulder. He is making some gesture with both
hands. Bala, who has a black beard and faces left in profile, is sitting cross-legged on
the terrace. He is wearing a green turban and an orange half-pant. His upper body is
bare, but an orange scarf hangs on his left shoulder. A black necklace hangs from his
neck. He is also making some gestures about conversation. Mardana, who has a black
beard and faces left in profile, is sitting upright while playing a string instrument. He is
wearing a yellow turban and a blue robe tied with a white sash. On the left side,
Ibrahim or Shekh Brahm, and Kamal, his associate, are sitting upright on the terrace.
Ibrahim, who has a black beard and faces right in profile, is sitting upright with his
hands held. He is wearing an orange turban, shaped differently from Sikhs, and a white
robe tied with a brown sash. Kamal, who has a black beard and faces right in profile, is
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sitting while gesturing about the conversation. He is wearing a pink Muslim turban and a
navy blue robe tied with a pink sash. The carpet on the floor is decorated with red flowers
on yellow square tiles. At the bottom, the door and gateway are painted with walls. Beyond
the white building, including door and windows, conifer and flourishing trees are depicted
at regular intervals (Figure 12).

Figure 10. A King Pays Homage to Guru Nanak. From the Guler set of Janam-sakhi painting. Attributed
to the Seu-Nainsukh workshop. Pahari. Last quarter of the eighteenth century. 22.6 × 16.5 cm. Opaque
watercolour on paper. Acc.no.4072(3), Government Museum and Art Gallery, Chandigarh.
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An important feature of the Guler set is to have different compositions. Unlike the B-40
set, the Guler set has a relatively better organised perspective. Deep depth enables a painter
to allow more complex settings and compositions. This is perhaps because of a well-organ-
ised assembly line of the Seu-Nainsukh workshop. The master artist focused exclusively on
the creation of distinctive compositions, and the junior artists concentrated on the com-
pletion of colouring. Although the master artist was also involved in the completion of col-
ouring, his primary job was to produce the preliminary drawings for mass production by
later generations. Complex compositions were worthy of conservation and preservation

Figure 11. Guru Nanak in Conversation with Two Muslim Holy Men. From the Guler set of Janam-sakhi
painting. Attributed to the Seu-Nainsukh workshop. Pahari. Last quarter of the eighteenth century.
22.6 × 16.5 cm. Opaque watercolour on paper. Acc.no.4072(6), Government Museum and Art Gallery,
Chandigarh.
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because later painters would be able to reuse them. Thus, descendants of the Seu-Nainsukh
workshop were likely to inherit these legacies. As far as Janam-sakhi painting is concerned,
Goswamy proposes that workshops from a wide area used the same compositions because
he found thumbnail images that depict narratives of Janam-sakhis (Figure 5). The sketch
would be used for conservation of compositions across the workshops rather than gener-
ations. We can know how popular illustrations of the Janam-sakhis were in the eighteenth
century. According to Mcleod (1980, 5–6, 244), this was due to the political situation of the
eighteenth-century Punjab, when Nadir Shah, Iranian general and king, invaded the sub-
continent through the Khyber Pass in 1739. At the time, the Punjab experienced Afghan
invasions as well. The political instability seems to have stirred up anxiety, which also
made the Janam-sakhis popular among Sikhs in both literature and paintings throughout
the eighteenth century.

These thumbnail images offer another important clue to understanding Janam-sakhi
painting. We can see similarities in composition between the Guler set and the B-40 set
(4, 12). The Chandigarh museum wrote ‘unidentified’ for the subject in the Guler set; yet

Figure 12. A Scene of Revelation. From the Guler set of Janam-sakhi painting. Attributed to the Seu-
Nainsukh workshop. Pahari. Last quarter of the eighteenth century. 22.6 × 16.5 cm. Opaque waterco-
lour on paper. Acc. no. 2369, Government Museum and Art Gallery, Chandigarh.
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this iconography is apparently reminiscent of the scene of revelation. Apart from the illus-
tration of the B-40 set, that of the Guler set does not showMardana and only Guru Nanak is
depicted in the picture. Intriguingly, this composition is found in the thumbnail images that
Goswamy introduces (5). In this thumbnail image, Mardana sits on the right at the bottom.
It seems that Guler painters deliberately deleted the figure of Mardana from the illustration
to draw the audience’s attention to the figure of Guru Nanak.

There are two possible reasons for this. First, the text that Guler painters referred to did
not include the description of Mardana in the very scene of revelation. This is based on the
assumption that Guler painters produced the Guler set of Janam-sakhi painting according
to a reading of the text. The rectos, however, show only a short caption and folio number.
They do not include any original episodes. Considering that Alam Chand, the painter of
the B-40 set, painted Mardana with Guru Nanak in the scene of revelation, he might refer
to the thumbnail images as the B-40 Janam-sakhi does not mention Mardana in the scene
of revelation. It is perhaps not the case that these thumbnail images were created after the
B-40 set. I demonstrate that these thumbnail images are drawn prior to the production of
the B-40 set. Second, the Guler set does not rely on the text, but Guler painters referred to
other artworks as their model. It is assumed that the deletion of Mardana from the scene of
revelation is purely the creation of Guler painters and their attempt to emphasise a pictor-
ial impression rather than the pre-existing canon of the thumbnail images. Furthermore,
they reverse the direction of Guru Nanak. In the B-40 set and the thumbnail images, Guru
Nanak faces left. In the Guler set, however, he faces right. This leads to the conclusion that
the thumbnail images were created at least before the Guler set was produced in the late
eighteenth century.

In addition, other compositional elements are shared between the thumbnail images
and the B-40 set. For instance, the scenes of A Demon with Boiling Cauldron and Baba
Nanak and Mardana were reproduced in both. Likewise, Baba Nanak Practices Austerities
is found in both sets of images. Similarly, Baba Nanak and Mardana with Dancing
Pathans are found in both sets of images. Baba Nanak and Mardana with Mendicants
at Mula Khatri’s are also identified. If we carefully observe the thumbnail images and
the B-40 set, and even the Guler set, it is evident that more images shared compositional
elements with these images. It is remarkable that the thumbnail images include both young
Nanak with black hair and old Nanak with grey hair. It may be argued that most of the
creations of Alam Chand are derived from the thumbnail images or painted illustrations
based on them. The Guler set is more independent from the thumbnail images than the B-
40 set, so the production year of the thumbnail images may be closer to that of the B-40 set,
1733, than that of the Guler set, the last quarter of the eighteenth century.

At last, considering that both the Guler set and the thumbnail sketches do not include
Bala, the Guler set is not likely to have a textual source. In other words, the Guler set is
purely an artistic production rather than the visualisation of the text. Likewise, the thumb-
nail sketches probably originate in illustrations whose text does not have a description of
Bala, such as the B-40 Janam-sakhi, the Puratan Janam-sakhi, the Adi Sakhi and the
Miharban tradition (Mcleod 1980, 15–48).
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The Unbound set

The Unbound set includes 41 paintings that may have one of two borders, red or black. It
is the most controversial set among Janam-sakhi painting, for the set is likely a combi-
nation of multiple sets. The Unbound set is currently housed by the Asian Art
Museum, San Francisco, but earlier it was owned by Surinder Kapany and the Sikh Foun-
dation International. The Asian Art Museum attributes its production year as the late
eighteenth to the early nineteenth century, its location from Lahore to somewhere in
India. In his exhibition catalogue, I See No Stranger: Early Sikh Art and Devotion
(2006), Goswamy and Smith ascribes some folios of the Unbound set to ‘probably Mur-
shidabad, West Bengal’ from 1755 to 1770. It seems that the Asian Art Museum referred
to his view on dating and locating it. However, Goswamy reproduced only seven pictures
of the unbound set, so that most folios are still uncertainly attributed. Thus, the purpose of
this small section is to examine the Unbound set and classify it appropriately.

The easiest way to classify it is to depend on the border colours. I have already men-
tioned that the set includes both red and black borders. Following the idea of the Asian
Art Museum with regard to date and place, it can be argued that the red border is used
for images stemming from India, while the black border is used for images deriving
from Lahore. The images from India are attributed to the late eighteenth century,
whereas those from Lahore are ascribed to the early nineteenth century. The Lahore
images showcase a stronger perspective and the use of neutral tints. The Indian images
comprise 32 pictures, nine of which have a black border. Almost all illustrations that
Goswamy reproduced in exhibition catalogues bear a red border; only one picture has a
black border. Intriguingly, Goswamy argues that the black-bordered illustration is a repla-
cement folio of a red-bordered illustration (Goswamy and Smith 2006, 90). This suggests
that all black-bordered folios are a sort of replacement.

Moreover, we encounter the issue of thumbnail sketches again. Goswamy points out
that a folio on Nanak’s visit to Mecca is identical in the Guler set and the Unbound set.
He claims that thumbnail sketches were circulated across north India, which facilitated
the identical composition of both sets (Goswamy and Smith 2006, 86–89). We see,
then, that some folios of the Unbound set share a similar composition with the B-40
and the Guler sets. For instance, the first folio of the B-40 set resembles one of the red-
bordered groups of the Unbound set (Figure 13). This is a scene in which Father Kalu
takes Nanak to school. The composition is divided up and down, such that Nanak and
Kalu are depicted on the right side of the upper area. A teacher sits in front of them in
the school building, and other students are portrayed in the lower area. Likewise, Guru
Nanak and the Cobra’s Shade andGuru Nanak and Cannibal Khauda share compositional
elements between the B-40 set and the red-bordered group of the Unbound set. Between
the Guler set and the black-bordered group of the Unbound set, illustrations of Guru
Nanak’s Discourse with Datatre on Mount Byar are almost identical in composition.
Guru Nanak and Monster Fish is equivalent between the Guler set and the red-bordered
group.

In what way do these findings help understanding the Unbound set? I am afraid that the
replacement of a folio, which Goswamy asserts, is wrong because the red-bordered group
and the B-40 set perhaps originate in the same thumbnail sketch. If the black-bordered
group were a replacement of the red-bordered group, the painter should have used a
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red border across the folios. The proximity between folios of both Janam-sakhis does not
stem from the attempt at replacement, but rather from the same origin. I somewhat agree
with Goswamy in that no scene overlaps and the sizes are almost identical between the
red-bordered and the black-bordered groups. In addition, the same compositions in the
black-bordered group and the Guler set suggest the possibility that they are based on
another format of thumbnail sketch. In short, it is demonstrated that there were several
versions of thumbnail sketches in the eighteenth century.

Figure 13. Guru Nanak at School. From the Unbound set of Janam-sakhi painting. Artist unknown. Last
quarter of the eighteenth century. Punjab. Acc. no. 1998.58.2, Asian Art Museum, San Francisco.
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Next, the red-bordered group has an opening folio entitled Bhai Bala Recites the Life
Story of Guru Nanak to Guru Angad and Onlookers (Figure 14). It is evident that the
red-bordered group refers to the Bala tradition rather than the B-40 Janam-sakhi and
the text of the Guler set. The Bala Janam-sakhi became popular in the nineteenth
century (Mcleod 1980); this means the red-bordered group may include Bala for the
first time. This leads to the conclusion that the production years of the red-bordered
group, 1755–1770, could extend through the last quarter of the eighteenth century. We
can make use of another clue to justify this view. In the folio, the cows are depicted at
the top of the earth. This composition and their images are reminiscent of the example
of the Guler–Kangra paintings in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. The picture
is perhaps one of the best paintings among Guler painters’ works, namely Hide and
Seek. It suggests the possibility that the place in which the red-bordered group was pro-
duced may not be Murshidabad in west Bengal, but rather somewhere in the Punjab.

Figure 14. Bhai Bala Recites the Life Story of Guru Nanak to Guru Angad and Onlookers. From the
Unbound set of Janam-sakhi painting. Artist unknown. Last quarter of the eighteenth century.
Punjab. Acc. no. 1998.58.1, Asian Art Museum, San Francisco.
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In representations of Guru Nanak, he frequently has a halo as if he were a Mughal
emperor alike, especially in the black-bordered group (Figure 15). It seems to me that
the halo represents his secular quality rather than the religious aspect of his life. It is
noted that not all folios endow Nanak with a halo, perhaps because several painters
were involved in the production of the Unbound set. Regarding the red-bordered
group, two painters have been identified by hand. One depicts Guru Nanak as a venerated
sage, while the other portrays him at a slightly younger age. In the initial folios of the red-
bordered group, only the latter painter uses a halo for the figure of Nanak; however, the
former painter also uses a halo in later folios. Furthermore, the former artist tends to rely
on the pre-existing compositions from a thumbnail sketch; the latter is more creative and
creates a relatively stronger perspective. In contrast, the black-bordered group shows only

Figure 15. Guru Nanak meets with Bal Nath Yogi’s Disciples. From the Unbound set of Janam-sakhi
painting. Artist unknown. Last quarter of the eighteenth century. Punjab. Acc. no. 1998.58.36, Asian
Art Museum, San Francisco.
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one painter involved and all figures of Nanak have a halo. Taking into account that two
painters engaged in the production of the red-bordered group, the group basically num-
bered approximately 100 folios. As a result, the curators of the Asian Art Museum,
San Francisco, attribute the Unbound set widely, ranging from the eighteenth to the nine-
teenth century and from India to Lahore.

So why did painters use a halo to depict Guru Nanak? First, we can identify the impact of
Mughal painting in the depiction of Guru Nanak. In the eighteenth century and earlier,
Rajput painters learned the technique and expression of Mughal painting. In Mughal paint-
ing, a halo was used to depict figures, especially an emperor. Thus, Guru Nanak’s power is
indicated by a halo, or the halo indicates his position was elevated above that of other figures.
Second, audiences are practically able to identify Nanak more easily. In the B-40 and the
Guler sets, viewers may identify him only by the three-quarter view of his face and the pres-
ence of Mardana. A three-quarter face, however, was applied not only to Baba Nanak, but
also to demons, Hindu ascetics, Muslim saints, Kabir and someminor castes of a group. The
use of a halo allows audiences to recognise Nanak in the group and provides an opportunity
of darshan, the exchange of gazes, with them in a clear way.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have demonstrated that Guru Nanak became a visual symbol of the Sikh
community through his depiction in paintings of the Janam-sakhis, hagiographic accounts
of Guru Nanak, from the eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries. During this time
period, several versions of Janam-sakhi painting were produced, such as the B-40 set,
the Guler set and the Unbound set, among others. In the B-40 set, completed in 1733,
Guru Nanak was already painted in three-quarter view, which enabled audiences to dis-
tinguish him from other figures. From the early to the later folios, his figure gradually
became larger than those of others. The images of him in the set were likely used to
those of the Guler set, which depicted the late eighteenth century. This is because
Panjabi painters of the time shared similar preliminary sketches across workshops
(Goswamy and Smith 2006, pl. 1.29). It is noteworthy that the Guler set was produced
in the Seu-Nainsukh workshop of the district (Goswamy 2000, pl. 1–14). Thereafter, pain-
ters began encircling Guru Nanak’s head with a nimbus in the Unbound set, painted in the
early nineteenth century. It is evident that the pictorial expression stems from the emper-
ors in Mughal painting; however, its fundamental origin lies in the Christian icons that
had been imported since the sixteenth century.
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